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§ QUADIENT
CATEGORY: Postage Meters / Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Quadient Intelligent Series Mailing Systems

COMPANY: Quadient, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT 06461.
Phone: 800-636-7678.

iX-1: The iX-1 postage meter is the simple, powerful choice for small
business and home office mailings. With a full line of standard features and

innovative Apps, the
iX-1 streamlines the
way users handle mail
by combining effi-
ciency with cost sav-
ings. A large integrated
10lb. scale accommo-
dates postcards, enve-
lopes, and small pack-
ages with ease. The er-
gonomic layout and de-
sign of the scale pro-
vides a clear view of
the display panel re-

gardless of what materials are placed on it. The iX-1’s Rate Wizard simpli-
fies the process of selecting the correct postal rate and class for items. With
clear step-by-step instructions, the selection process has never been easier.
Shortcut keys save time and eliminate keystrokes. Users can also choose
the most commonly used postal rates, as well as customize and save the set-
tings of your most frequent jobs. Refilling postage funds, downloading the
latest USPS rates or system features are downloaded using a high speed
internet connection.

iX-1 FEATURES: USPS approved Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI);Pro-
cessing Speed: up to 18 LPM; Envelope minimum:3.5” x 5” maximum:
12”x15”; maximum thickness: 5/16”; 10lb. standard scale; Imprint Cus-
tomization: 8 standard, 2 open advertising slogans; 4 digit PIN code au-
thorization; 1account standard up to 10 accounts (optional); Method for
postage refilling: internet (standard) Available Apps: Online Postal Ex-
pense Manager, Neoship, E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt

iX-3: The iX-3 Series offers small offices the most pragmatic choice for
delivering effortless mailing and shipping operations. Don't let this com-
pact design fool you — the iX-3 is extremely powerful. Coupled with
Neoship ADVANCED and Neostats, this complete suite offers a
one-stop approach to processing, tracking, reporting and reconciling
postage expenses for mail and parcels. The iX-3’s semi-automatic hand
feeding system can process up to 45 letters per minute. A standard 5 lb.
integrated scale handles postcards, envelopes and small packages with
ease. Optional 10, 30, 70 lb. platforms are also available. Shortcut keys
save time and eliminate keystrokes. Automatic sealing with an easy-ac-
cess reservoir ensures a perfect envelope seal. Customize your mail
pieces with an image, logo or message using Neoslogan.

iX-5: The iX-5 Series offers flexibility and efficiency while maintaining
job integrity every step of the way. Ideal for mid-level mail volumes, the
iX-5 is available in two models, a power-assisted hand feed (iX-5 HF) or
with auto-feed technology (iX-5 AF). Each system features an easy-to-use
control panel with color screen, shortcut keys and rate wizard, making nav-
igation simple. The iX-5 meets the latest Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI) and
Dimensional Weighing (DIM) USPS® requirements. A variety of scale
options (5, 10, 30, 70 lb.) handles postcards, envelopes and small packages
with ease. Automatic sealing with an easy-access reservoir ensures a per-
fect envelope seal. Customize your mail pieces with an image, logo or

message using Neoslogan. Coupled with Neoship ADVANCED
multi-carrier shipping software and Neostats postage expense manage-
ment, this complete suite offers a one-stop approach to processing, track-
ing, reporting and reconciling postage expenses for mail and parcels

iX-7: The iX-7 Series mailing system is a paramount addition to any busi-
ness. Built to excel in the most demanding mail centers, the iX-7 Series is
available with two different processing speeds and a variety of weighing
and stacking options. An easy to use control panel with color
touchscreen, shortcut keys and rate wizard, makes navigation a breeze.
The mixed mail feeder processes up to 140 lpm (iX-7) or
175 lpm (iX-7PRO), to handle even the most demanding mail volumes.
An optional dynamic scale processes up to 75 lpm (iX-7) or 110 lpm
(iX-7PRO). The iX-7 meets the latest Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI) and
Dimensional Weighing (DIM) USPS® requirements. Coupled with
Neoship ADVANCED multi-carrier shipping software and Neostats
postage expense management, this complete suite offers a one-stop ap-
proach to processing, tracking, reporting and reconciling postage ex-
penses for mail and parcels. Customize your mail pieces with an image,
logo or message using Neoslogan.

iX-9: The iX-9 sets a new standard for mailing system productivity,
operability, and efficiency. Designed with the operator in mind, this mail-
ing system delivers simple ergonomic operations, investment protection,
cost savings, reliable production and maximum uptime. Ideal for high
mail volume, the iX-9 automatically seals, weighs, measures, meters, and
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stacks large mail runs in minutes. The mixed mail feeder eliminates hand
sorting by size or weight and allows users to process nested or non-nested
envelopes and postcards with ease. With three batch processing speed op-
tions of up to 210, 260, and 300 letters per minute, the iX-9 is the work-
horse of mailing systems. The high capacity envelope feeder with reload
on the fly capability can stack more than 7” of materials. Each iX-9 co-
mes standard with a print head that is designed to last the life of the mail-
ing system. A dual-pump, jet-spray sealing system with filter ensures a
quality tip-to-tip envelope seal. Five levels of spray adjustments are stan-
dard with each system. The power conveyor stacker achieves a maximum
throughput by reducing the number of starts and stops. The iX-9 also
meets the latest Intelligent Mail® Indicia (IMI) and Dimensional Weigh-
ing (DIM) USPS® requirements.

Quadient observed high-volume mailing system operators and listened to
production mail center customers before designing it.

iX-9 FEATURES: A full 5.7” color touch screen minimizes keystrokes
and puts even the casual operator in control with an easy-to-read dash-
board. The added comfort of an optional integrated keyboard makes set
up and mail processing a breeze. Weighing Platform options of 10, 30 or
70 lb. platforms handle even the heaviest parcels and over-sized pack-
ages. An optional dynamic scale accurately weighs, rates and classifies
mail at speeds up to 160 lpm /180 lpm (postcards).

Reduce work steps and optimize the ergonomic work space with an op-
tional repositionable remote label dispenser that prints no-peel,
ready-to-stick tapes from a roll. An optional custom ergonomic worksta-
tion has been designed specifically for the iX-9 mailing system. Adjust-
able shelving is great for holding supplies, while dual locking doors pro-
vide additional storage and security.

Every iX-9 has the iMeter, in conjunction with standard and optional Apps
for your business, which provides the information required for better mail-
ing operations management and cost control. Available Apps include:
Commercial Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager App, MAS App,
E-services with Electronic Return Receipt App, Remote Diagnostics App,
NeoFunds App, Postal Rates App, NeoShip App and Low Ink Alerts App.
For more information on Apps, please refer to the iMeter Apps section.

Coupled with Neoship ADVANCED multi-carrier shipping software and
Neostats postage expense management, this complete suite offers a
one-stop approach to processing, tracking, reporting and reconciling
postage expenses for mail and parcels. Customize your mail pieces with
an image, logo or message using Neoslogan

iX-9 WITH S.M.A.R.T. FEATURES: When powered by S.M.A.R.T.®
mail center software, the iX-9 transforms into your powerful partner, creat-
ing a consolidated and organized epicenter that streamlines workflows and
reduces equipment footprint. S.M.A.R.T.® combines essential mail center
operations into a powerful, user-friendly, all-in-one solution. The complete
system, which includes a 21” all-in-one PC, thermal label printer, and wire-

less barcode scanner, drives maximum output in terms of both productivity
and savings to the bottom line. S.M.A.R.T.® provides the ultimate Ship-
ping, Mailing, Accounting, Reporting and Tracking experience – all from a
single dashboard! This solution combines leading edge technologies to im-
prove customer interactions and business processes. A consistent look and
feel across each element provides familiarity to users, making navigation
simple and intuitive. S.M.A.R.T.® fuels stronger business communica-
tions with your internal and external customers by providing detailed ship-
ping and tracking notifications, chargeback accounting with postage meter
reconciliation, and extensive reporting options to name a few.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-636-7678 or click
mail.quadient.com.

Quadient iX-9 with S.M.A.R.T.
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§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Scale/Label Printer

PRODUCT: NEW PitneyShip™ Cube

COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com

DESCRIPTION: Skip the post office,
once and for all. Weigh, print, ship and
track from your phone or computer at
home or in the office. No more guess
work. Built-in 15 pound scale and mo-
bile app capture package weight and di-
mensions with precision.No paper
jams. No ripped labels. Automatic cut-
ter clean cuts labels every time. Cost
$269 -- order online at pb.com

FEATURES: No ink cartridges. No
ink costs. Say goodbye to the frustration
and high cost of ink cartridges. Finally
get rid of your old inkjet printer. Our

built-in thermal printer uses heat to print without a drop of ink. And, you
can get package dimensions in a snap. Use PB mobile app to accurately
measure the length, width and height of your package in seconds. (Fea-
ture available only on iOS version 13 or later.)

CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com

NEW PitneyShip™ Cube
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